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Figure 1: Synthesis result from several dynamic textures.

Abstract

A simple fast approach for dynamic texture synthesize that realis-
tically matches given color or multispectral texture appearance and
respects its original optic flow is presented. The method generalizes
the prominent static double toroid-shaped texture modeling method
to the dynamic texture synthesis domain. The analytical part of
the method is based on optimal overlapping tiling and subsequent
minimum boundary cut. The optimal toroid-shaped dynamic tex-
ture patches are created in each spatial and time dimension, respec-
tively. The time dimension tile border is derived from the optical
flow of the modeled texture. The toroid-shaped tiles are created in
the analytical step which is completely separated from the synthe-
sis part. Thus the presented method is extremely fast and capable to
enlarge a learned natural dynamic texture spatially and temporally
in real-time.
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1 Introduction

Texture enlargement is crucial for numerous computer-based visu-
alization applications because whatever size of the measured textu-
ral data is, it is always insufficient. The available material size is
either too small if we measure material of real existing objects for
rendering of a complex and large virtual scenes or the measurement
technology does not allow to measure larger material samples. The
typical example is the recent most advanced visual surface mate-
rial representation in the form of the bidirectional texture function
(BTF) [Haindl and Filip 2013]. The amount of measured BTF data
can be extremely high, e.g., in the range of tera bytes, even for
such spatially/dynamically restricted measurements thus any visual
texture modeling method inevitably requires simultaneously some
compression capability.

Dynamic texture (DT) rendering requires to solve the problem of
seamless spatial and temporal enlargement (modeling, synthesis)
of measured dynamic textures. Dynamic or static texture editing
is another useful application which allows to synthesize alternative
and unmeasured types of DTs, recreating sequences for studying
of relationship between model parameters and visual appearance
of the scene, etc. The texture synthesis aims to create a visual
texture which is perceptually similar to the target texture. A syn-
thesized texture should ideally produce such a visual perception
so that original measured texture and the synthetic one are visu-
ally indiscernible. Unfortunately, natural texture modeling is a very
challenging and difficult task, due to unlimited variety of possi-
ble surface materials, illumination and viewing conditions, simul-



taneously with the strong discriminative functionality of the human
visual system. Also observations-nuisance-factors like artifact of
unwanted regularity must be avoided.

1.1 Dynamic texture

Although, no rigorous dynamic texture definition exists [Haindl and
Filip 2013], DT can be characterized by some spatially and tempo-
rally invariant statistics [Zhu et al. 1998] (i.e., there must be both an
inter-frame spatial and between-frame temporal homogeneity). So
the dynamic texture can be defined as as realization of 4D (spectral,
temporal, and 2 spatial dimensions) stochastic random field.

Similarly to static texture modeling, also dynamic textures can be
synthesized using two main approaches. One approach is based
on a mathematical model and requires to store only its parameters,
while the other option is to use an intelligent sampling from the
original measured DT data part of which have to be stored.

The model-based dynamic texture synthesis using parametric spa-
tiotemporal causal auto-regressive model and restricted to gray-
scale DT only was studied Szummer [Szummer 1995; Szummer
and Pickard 1996]. Later Doretto [Doretto 2002; Doretto 2005;
Doretto et al. 2003] and Soatto [Soatto et al. 2001] presented auto-
regressive moving average process based on SVD. This approach
contains time consuming iterative gradient method for paremeters
estimation, but allow to editing synthesized texture by changing of
model parameters. Fast synthesis of dynamic colour textures was
presented by Filip [Filip et al. 2006] which overhelmed time con-
suming previous methods. Chan [Chan and Vasconcelos 2005],
Constantini [Costantini et al. 2006] [Costantini et al. 2008] who
use tensor decomposition and SVD techniques and others [Vidal
and Ravich 2005][Liu et al. 2005] presented similar approaches.
Since parametric model are very general and usable for recognition
[Saisan et al. 2001] they can not model many type of dynamic and
video textures. DT textures can be modeled also as a mix of sev-
eral dynamic textures[Chan and Vasconcelos 2008; Chan and Vas-
concelos 2005]. These types of textures can be created by layered
dynamic textures [Chan and Vasconcelos 2006].

Sampling methods [Schodl et al. 2000; Bar-Joseph et al. 2001;
Kwatra et al. 2003; Phillips and Watson 2003], which are prevail-
ing in computer graphics applications, are based either on simple
dynamic texture repetition with edge blending or on more or less
sophisticated video block tiling methods. Different sequences of
frames taken from the original video are repeated to form a longer
(possibly infinite) sequence, ensuring that transitions between con-
secutive blocks are not noticeable. This requires to find minimum-
error transition cuts and to use adequate morphing techniques to di-
minish inevitable discontinuities between blocks. The simple tem-
poral enlargement method only [Schodl et al. 2000] uses frames
similarity and optical flow to find parts with similar motion which
are subsequently combined using a blur technique. The method is
applicable to limited number of DT because it is not always possi-
ble to find sufficiently similar frames to create a DT loop without
optical distraction. The method [Bar-Joseph et al. 2001] can create
only time limited sequences.

We present a new approach to generate possibly infinitely large spa-
tially as well as temporally dynamic texture from a fixed size sig-
nificantly smaller dynamic texture without help of the blurring or
morphing techniques. This is achieved by a sophisticated compo-
sition of several triple toroid-shaped tiles, which can be seamlessly
repeated in every direction. By this way we can create a signifi-
cantly larger pattern with similar stochastic properties. Our algo-
rithm can finds toroidal patches in the input texture such that after

giving patches abreast the borders between patches are visually in-
discernible (seamless). This intelligent sampling allows to retain
a small enough representative data samples to represent the whole
texture. It also allows the creation of the infinitely large seamless
output by repeating sequence of these toroidal samples.

2 Toroidal-Based Texture Enlargement

The presented method principle is to find optimal triple toroid-
shaped dynamic texture tiles which can be subsequently seam-
lessly repeated in all data space directions spatial as well as tem-
poral. Its scheme is illustrated on Fig.2. The method estimates
several optimal triple toroid-shaped dynamic texture tiles combin-
ing estimated optical flow and double toroid-shaped dynamic tex-
ture frame tiles. Our method can be used to enlarge both 3D (static
colour/multispectral textures) or 4D (dynamic multispectral) tex-
tures. The principle of spatial and temporal cuts creating is similar,
but since the temporal dimension has different visual perception
properties both spatial dimensions, we have developed two distinct
approaches for the spatial and optical flow driven temporal cuts,
respectively. Its justification is easy seen from the spatial and tem-
poral property of dynamic textures - a human perceives and detects
differently errors in the space and time domain [Edelman 1992].
Both spatial dimensions have similar property, but the temporal di-
mension differs [Fahle and Poggio 1981]. While the spatial dimen-
sions may be interchanged and texture still keeps it structure, the
temporal dimension has distinct property (unless some exceptional
procedural 4D material textures) and can not be swapped with an-
other spatial coordinate.

2.1 Double Toroid-Shaped Tile

Figure 3: The double toroid-shaped tile (right) and its source frame
texture.

The toroid-shaped tile (see Fig. 3) is a patch from the original data
with the specific property to have toroidal border condition in each
(horizontal, vertical, and temporal) dimension. The textural tile is
assumed to be indexed on the regular three-dimensional toroidal
lattice. The lattice size depends on the estimated texture periodicity.

The optimal tile cut search algorithm which respects its toroidal
border condition produces a tile which can be seamlessly repeated
in both spatial and the temporal dimensions, respectively. Thus the
boundary between two tiles placed abreast is invisible. The main
idea of the triple-toroidal tiling (Fig. 2) is to find some relevant
and sufficiently representative tiles from the source DT, which can
be directly seamlessly copied to the output DT, where the offset is
driven by the tile shape placed on the three dimensional lattice of
the tile label.

The tile edges (patches) can be found by some of existing algo-
rithms [Boykov et al. 2001; Greig et al. 1989; Kwatra et al. 2003],
but these methods do not respect distinctions between spatial and



Figure 2: The overall flowchart of the presented method.

temporal dimensions. We use the roller method approach [Haindl
and Hatka 2005] to find the static double toroid-shaped tiles (Fig. 3)
and to combine them with their optical flow controlled propagation
throughout the time. The tiles are fitted to local dynamics and sub-
sequently expanded into the triple toroid-shaped forms. Let us de-
fine the overlap error for a multispectral pixel vector Yr as follows:

ψ
h
r = |Yr−Yr+[N−h,0,•,0]|22 ∀r ∈ Ih , (1)

ψ
v
r = |Yr−Yr+[0,M−v,•,0]|22 ∀r ∈ Iv , (2)

where the p = 2 vector norm is defined as
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(
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,

the multiindex r has four components r = [r1,r2,r3,r4], where
the components are row, column, spectral, and frame indices, re-
spectively. • denotes all values of the corresponding index, Iv is
equal to the frame area (1, ...,h)× (1, ...,M), and Ih is equal to
(1, ...,N)× (1, ...,v). The optimal horizontal and vertical overlaps
are found from the following equation:
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ζ
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 , (3)

where bζc denotes the the corresponding overlap area of ζ .

The optimal size of tile must be first found. This can be done
simply by minimizing the overlap error ζ ∗r (see (3) or [Haindl
and Hatka 2005]) by the Fourier transformation [Haindl and Hatka
2009] to find the dominant texture periodicity (with the weight in
every frame, or in one representative frame).

2.2 Dynamic Double Toroid-Shaped Tile

The located single frame double toroid-shaped tile found is prop-
agated along the optical flow to subsequent frames to model the
textural structures movement. The optical flow is used to represent
a dynamic texture global dynamics. The propagated double toroid-
shaped tile in every frame serves as the initialization for local mod-
ification of such a double toroid-shaped tile to each frame-specific
final shape.

An optimal location for the tile is computed by back-propagation
dynamic-programming-like rules (4)-(7) which minimize both spa-
tial (Ψh+

r ,Ψv+
r ) and temporal (Ψh∗

r ,Ψv∗
r ) cut cost:
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The parameter c is derived by the average of the optical flow from
the actual frame to the next frame. Large optical flow values in-
crease this parameter value, which allows greater flexibility and
possibly also significantly larger tile border modifications. This al-
lows adaptation for scenes with higher movement dynamics. This
scheme allows the non-greedy-computation of the double (spa-
tially) toroid-shaped patch in the whole 4D textural space, what is
advantageous in cases where there are several distinct dynamic tex-
tures moving in spatial directions (e.g., moving shore video). In this
case the back-propagation is used do find parts inconvenient of the
texture (i.e., parts of the dynamic texture with not sufficiently long
patches). It can also override problems with errors or textural arti-
facts. A simple soution can be found by a double toroid-shaped tile
moving along the optical flow and to replicate the textural structure
movement. This solution represents two of the three main scene
features. The global dynamics (scene or large objects movement,
e.g., whole trees) is represented by the optical flow, and the tex-
ture itself by the double toroid-shaped tile. However, local dynamic
(like leaves or grass blades shivering) cannot be sufficiently repre-
sented this way.

The local dynamics problem can be solved by the iterative border
elaboration to minimize the overlapping border error (see Fig. 4).
The variable c is used to determine structure size with respect to
shape of the original approximate border.

These restricted search areas extremely speed up the computation
time needed to find the optimal tile shape in comparison to search
the whole textural space. These areas are beneficial also in avoiding
some typical DT modeling problems like artifacts introduced by
extremely varying speed or problems with highly dynamic texture,
e.g., fire or water details. In these areas optimal fitting planes can be
found by the algorithm described below. This can be done by whole
recreating of tiles, or by building and traversing of the recomputed



Figure 4: Toroidal boundary location for the simple border model.
Yellow dots represent border initialization, while the yellow area is
the area where the precise location is searched for. Crosses repre-
sent the exact boundary sweaty only spatial errors, commplemen-
tary points (small crosses) must be added to make the border con-
tinuous. The parameter c is drived by the actual optical flow.

(to overcome blind and unwanted states) structure. In the fitting
step the overlap error is computed only by actual spatial data:
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Spatiotemporal patches construction:

1. Find the initial double toroid-shaped tile.
2. Move the tile by the optical flow.
3. Compute searching areas from the tile and flow.
4. Find exact spatiotemporal planes

a) By findind sets of independent cuts (for high
dynamic data) or
b) By propagating the tile thought the time dimen-
sion with keeping the structure of cuts (reverse
rule to building the data structure)

The major advantage of our approach is the complete separation
between the analysis and the synthesis steps. Once patches are
found, the output can be synthesize on-the-flow simply by copy-
ing toroid-shaped data tiles with the corresponding offsets. These
tiles are stored in a small tile database which is entirely unrelated
to any synthesis application, so the analysis and synthesis step is
completely separated.

Using only one double toroid-shaped tile per frame can produce
observable false spatial periodicity for some textures. This prob-
lem can be easily eliminated by using of multiple per frame tiles
(Figs. 7,8). Multiple tiles require identical or very similar optical
flow and the temporal shape development. This is can be a chal-
lenging problem.

2.3 Triple Toroid-Shaped Tile

A temporal cut which allows seamless tile repetition in the time
dimension can be done by the graph-cut algorithm[Kwatra et al.
2003] or by a frame-to-frame loop[Schodl et al. 2000]. In fact, with-
out the spatial enlargement functionality, the temporal cut part of

our method resembles the Kwatra[Kwatra et al. 2003] algorithm or
in extreme cases (highly blurred/noised texture) the Schodl[Schodl
et al. 2000] method.

The triple toriod-shaped tile construction from the double toroid-
shaped video tile is not trivial. The spatial border toroid property
of the sample must be maintained by this temporal cut (as can be
seen in Tab. 1 (b),(c)). Here the temporal and any spatial dimen-
sions are represented by the horizontal and vertical direction, re-
spectively. The first two rows show the same texture with the cut in
it. The third row shows textures synthesize in the temporal dimen-
sion. The fourth row presents synthesis in the temporal and spatial
dimensions. The red dotted line shows the cut where the spatial
continuity is violated. It can be easy seen, that if the temporal cut
is not double toroid-shaped the border violates the required spatial
homogeneity.

Our algorithm starts by finding the most similar sets of o frames,
which is the most time consuming part of our approach (hence
the nearly all-to-all distances are computed). For finding similar
frames, we adopt the similarity matrix proposed by Schodl[Schodl
et al. 2000]. The minimized error can be chosen as the pixel-to-
pixel difference of frames or by some other metric [Doretto 2005;
Kwatra et al. 2005].

The cost of the whole (permissible) temporal cut is minimized (see
8) so as to preserve the spatial properties of the toroid. We define
the temporal overlap error as follows:

Ψ
t∗ = minΨ{ ∑

∀r1,r2

ψ
t∗
r,m} (8)

where t is the unknown temporal coordinate of the first most similar
frame, m is the distance between the most similar frames.

ψ
t
x,y,t,m = Dm(Y g

r ,Y
g
r+[0,0,m]

) (9)

where D denotes distance operation with metric m between
operands of D. Maximal change of t between 8-neighborhood of
Yr and Yr1+i,r2+ j,r3 is ct .

2.3.1 Temporal Cut

Rather than finding a single transition time for the whole image our
algorithm cuts the pair of the most similar frames to two (or more)
parts and overlay them. Next cuts are computed iteratively. In each
step the algorithm is looking up to four cuts (every cut generates
two half-planes and can have previous and next frame) and use one
cut in every half-plane. This result is very similar to determining
the time transition on per-pixel basis, but the local spatial proper-
ties of the texture are keep. By this, infinitely long sequence of a
texture can be found and because the patch satisfy the global texture
dynamic this simple approach can work with it.

Figure 5: A standalone double toroid-shaped tile (left) and multifit-
ting double toroid-shaped tiles (middle and right) and their possible
neighbors.



Table 1: (a) Every row represents one iteration of fitting the
transition plane; each column represents five different frames :
t−2, t−1, t, t +1, t +2; all pictures is one frame of a texture where
color represents offseted and original data; the first row - one cut
that put together two most similar frames; the second row - in each
halfplane of the next and previous frames another soft cut is found;
the third row is final result of another iteration. It presents the abil-
ity to choose to change slope (b) Illustration of cuts for temporal
synthesis without spatial control (c) Illustration of cuts for tempo-
ral synthesis with spatial control

(a)
(b) (c)

The problem of this approach can be viewed on Tab. 1(b). However,
it can be easily overcomed by enforcing the start and end coordi-
nates to be the same, to run path search algorithm o times and to find
the best possible suboptimal path (Tab. 1(c)). The second toroidal
property (top and down border on Tab. 1(a) are minimized by build-
ing a tree of all potential cuts and then traversing them to minimize
the temporal and this boundary error (denoted as weighted differ-
ence of c2 coordinates in the top and bottom row). This problem is
not relevant in the case that the texture is synthesized in one spatial
dimension only.

2.3.2 Plane Fitting

In some cases the previous approach for temporal cut is not satisfy-
ing. Every single cut is computed in one frame and derived by only
spatial data but in fact it drives the temporal offset. If the temporal
dynamic of the texture are significantly greater than the local spatial
dynamic the temporal cut plane can be computed differently. Like
in set-of-cuts the problem is to create a cut with no boundary spatial
errors. This can be done by using a similar procedure like in prop-
agating the double toroid-shaped tile. The structure for computing
the offset error is created, but the time axis is changed to one spatial
axis and the plane which minimize the overall error are searched by
traversing a line by the structure (with keeping of consistency and
the double toroidal property).

This is better to the texture with low local spatial dynamics like
leaves or grass in string wind, flowers or leaves. As can be seen in
Fig. 6 the planes generated by this approach are more general, but
satisfy the toroidal boundary rules and are double toroid-shaped like
a spatial patch (this can be easy done to setting error cost of ending
not wanted coordinates to infinity before computing the structure).

Figure 6: Each picture represent one frame in texture left-right and
top-down respectively; all pictures is one frame of texture where
colors represents offseted and original data; you can see the general
shape of the plane and its double toroidal property

3 Results

The proposed method was extensively tested on dynamic textures
from the DynTex[Péteri et al. ] database with exceptions of some
dynamic textures used for comparison with alternative methods.
These colour textures have spatial resolution 720× 576 pixels and
varying length (from seconds to minutes).This database contains a
large number of various texture types, including grass, water, an-
imals, smoke and other natural or artificial scenes. Our synthesis
output does not depend on a type of input texture, but better results
were observed on textures containing sharp edges (trees, leaves).
The analysis time varies from minutes to hour given by the length
of an input sequence and the size of patches (if patches are large, the
time-cut part of algorithm requires more time), while the synthesis
time is negligible.

Tab. 4 compares our results with results previously published by
Kwatra [Kwatra et al. 2003], Schödl [Schodl et al. 2000], and Bar-
Joseph [Bar-Joseph et al. 2001]. All textures are 4D, but have ex-
tremely small resolution and artifacts created by using the lossy
format (which works like automatic blur of seams) instead of un-
compressed format which we used for all other results.

The first example in Tab. 4 is the CLOUDS texture (resolution is
128x128x59 by horizontal, vertical and time axis respectively).
This is example of the texture where our algorithm does not work
well, the clouds are unique and texture is extremely small to find
perfect toroid-shaped tile and the edge is visible in some cases (un-
less some blending method is used). The GRASS example texture
(resolution is 224x114x59 by horizontal, vertical and time axis re-
spectively) is presented. The texture of SPARKLE (resolution is
240x160x150 by horizontal, vertical and time axis respectively) is
easy to create spatial cuts, but difficult to create the temporal one
(due to uniques of texture frames). You can see mistakes on both
our (detailed) and Kwatra result. The last comparision example is
the Kwatra and our result of the synthesized WATER texture. The
temporal cut is presented in at least one of our presented examples.

In the last row of Tab. 3 it is possible to see the interesting result
of our approach. The first row contains synthesized results cre-
ated with two patches. On this texture CREEK is a stream of water
’springing’ from stones. This is due the algorithm used no syntac-
tic information. In second row you can see result with using more
patches where you can see two ’rivers’ (In such cases it may be a
type of sample set manually.).

Temporal cut Contrary to the Bar-Joseph [Bar-Joseph et al.
2001] method which can create only time limited sequences, our
approach can generate infinitely long dynamic textures. By using
of the optical flow, we can create textures which are ’constantly
moving’ like panoramic slide with the camera. In some cases this
can cause unexpected results - for example the SPARK texture is
constantly drifting due to optical flow generated by electric flashes
(this global move can be of course handled and disabled by the type
of texture).

Local dynamic If only local dynamics present in the texture our
approach works very well and is able to synthesize a wide range of
natural DT types (see Tab. 2). Some DT like a smoke from a fire
or a river, which have seemingly mostly local dynamic have in fact
strong global motion.

Global dynamics When some global motion (i.e. moving cam-
era view) is present in the texture the synthesis with the tempo-
ral offset is not satisfactory and the entire patch must be spatially
moved. This can be detected by the optical flow of the texture.



Figure 7: Four types of tiles putting together

Figure 8: Synthetic texture from one tile type (left) and two tile
types (right).

Textural mixture Our method can easily handle input textures
containing mixtures of several dynamic textures. In these cases, our
algorithm selects only one type of texture and create output con-
taing only samples from one texture type. This is caused by mini-
mizing the error at the edge of the patch, which is usually fulfilled
only by samples of the same type of DT. This property is illustrated
on the SHORE texture. One way how to overcome this property is
to create various texture type tiles with different shapes or to com-
pute special boundary types as can be seen on Fig. 7 where A and B
represent water, D grass and C shore.

Distortions Typical problems in the synthesis of the dynamic
texture is the perspective distortions or view rotation. The synthe-
sis of such scene types is difficult. Typical manifestation of this
problem is not perfect vertical and eye-evident seam. The similar
effect is present if smooth color or illumination transition (typically
the sky) is present in the texture as can be seen on SMOKE texture.
Naturally, there are many dynamic texture types, which have differ-
ent horizontal consistency and the horizontally cut in it has no real
sense (blasting flames, flag, panoramic view) or it will need more
patches to maintain it (top part of flag, patches of fluttering flag and
its lower part).

Highly dynamic texture Some DT changed its structure ex-
tremely fast from frame to frame. Typical examples are flames (see
FIREA and FIREB on Tab. 3), where the single flash of fire disap-
pear and raised during small number of frames or faster than the
capture frequency. This can be often overcomed by manually set-
ting of large areas for finding spatial and temporal cut by set-of-cuts
as can be seen on picture below. The automatic setting of our al-
gorithm sometimes fails if there are some continually moving parts
(flames going up) and still parts (bottom of flame) in the texture.
It can be seen that the synthesized picture looks like very good re-
sult, but gradually degrades how flames changed. However, after
some optically wrong frames, the algorithm finds new local opti-
mum, changes the cut plane drastically and again starts from better
results (and all repeats). Fortunately the ”wrong frames” are often
only small part of the texture and can be found and removed without
disturbing the whole sequence consistency.

4 Summary

We have demonstrated a new approach for 4D dynamic multispec-
tral texture synthesis based on the toroid-shaped tiles. The syn-
thesized examples illustrate good performance of our approach for
many types of dynamic textures. We have demonstrated also some
dynamic textures modeling problems and our solution for them.
The method is simple, it can generate infinitely long textures in all
dimension and what is the most important it has completely sepa-
rated analysis and synthesis parts hence the synthesis can be easily
done in real-time and using various tile selection scenarios. In the
coming work we will improve our algorithm by computing perspec-
tive translation to overcome this problem and augment additional
types of texture tiles with different shapes and better options for
dynamic textures editing applications.
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Table 2: First column: the original texture; second column: en-
larged in temporal and one spatial (horizontal) dimension; third
column: Enlarged in both spatial and temporal dimensions

Original X,T enlarged X,Y,T enlarged

Table 3: Synthesized texture examples. The first three columns
show examples of synthesized textures, the fourth column of the
original sample texture. First and second rows shows 6 frames of
a texture FIREA from left to right and top to down respectivelly,
cyclic degrading can be seen. Third and fourth rows shows 6 frames
of a texture FIREA from left to right and top to down respectivelly,
cyclic degrading can be seen. On sitxth and seventh rows water
texture WATERA and WATERB enlargen in all dimensions can be
seen. The last two rows shows the CREEK texture with different
number of patches.

FIREA

FIREB

WATERA

WATERB

CREEK



Table 4: CLOUDS: First row Bar-Joseph (temporal only), sec-
ond row Kwatra (spatiotemporal), third our result (spatiotempotal);
GRASS: first row Kwatra (spatiotemporal), second row Schödl
(temporal only), third our result (spatiotemporal); SPARKLE: first
row Kwatra (temporal), second row our result (spatiotemporal);
WATER: first row Kwatra (spatiotemporal), second row out result
(spatiotemporal); Last row : one example frame from original tex-
tures

CLOUDS

GRASS

SPARKLE

WATER

Original tex.
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